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In order to predict the rotorcraft motion in the vicinity of objects or their wake, a real-time
capable model is presented. The dynamic inow into the rotors was extracted from a realtime Lattice-Boltzmann uid simulation and fed into a blade element based rotorcraft ight
dynamics code. To represent the inuence of arbitrary objects on the ight dynamics, the objects
were modeled by boundary conditions in the Lattice-Boltzmann uid simulation and updated
dynamically in every time step. This two-way coupled simulation enabled the prediction of the
rotorcraft motion and ight dynamics in arbitrary situations without prior knowledge of the ow
eld. To validate the eect of objects on the inow, the required power in hover and forward
ight in ground eect was evaluated. Furthermore, the rotorcraft motion due to a step input in
hovering and forward ight was discussed. The results from the coupled uid dynamics/ight
dynamics model showed good agreement when compared to a more established reference model,
namely the Pitt-Peters inow model.
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Area of projection of the cell onto the rotor disk, m2
Area of polygon resulting from intersection, m2
Blade element method
Smagorinksy constant
Vector of cosine coecients of lth order, N
Cell length in uid solver, m
Halve angle of circular segment, rad
Vector of volume force in cell, N
Vector of volume force per cell inside the rotor, N
Lattice-Boltzmann method
Cells per edgelength of cubic domain in the uid solver
Number of blades
Number of included harmonics
Number of cells fully within the rotor
Number of points in circumferential direction
Number of blade elements
Positions of rotorcraft center of gravity in North-East-Down system, m
Rotation rates of rotorcraft center of gravity in cg system, deg/s
Power in ground eect, kW
Power out of ground eect, kW
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Attitudes of rotorcraft center of gravity in North-East-Down system, deg
Radial blade coordinate, m
Main rotor radius, m
Reynolds-averaged NavierStokes
Vector of sine coecients of lth order, N
Time, s
Thrustvector of blade i, N
Vector of inow velocities, m/s
Velocities of rotorcraft center of gravity in cg system, m/s
Coordinates in the body-xed coordinate system in the center of gravity
Coordinates in the uid solver coordinate system
Height above ground, m

INTRODUCTION

There are various approaches to enhance models
like the Pitt-Peters model which assume uniform ow
conditions upstream of the rotors and the absence
of objects in the rotor wake. One example is the
model of Gennaretti et al. [2] who used higher-order
coecients to account for the non-uniformity of the
inow. Nevertheless, these models are not capable
of representing the inuence of arbitrary objects
surrounding the rotorcraft. Other approaches use
RANS based computational uid dynamics to calculate the ow eld, which enables them to capture the
inuence of nearby objects [36]. Unfortunately, the
computational costs eliminate the real-time capability.
Thus, databases with external ow eld data have
to be created as a preliminary step. In a similar
manner, experimental data of the ow eld can be
used although, this limits the validity to reviously
measured cases, geometries and ow conditions.
Another recently developed approach used the free
vortex wake method on graphic cards in order to
achieve real-time capability [7].

Rotorcraft ight in the vicinity of large objects or
in non-uniform and non-stationary ow conditions of
the surrounding air are among the most challenging
situations for pilots. As the objects and wakes inuence the rotors, the reaction of the rotorcraft to pilot
inputs is altered. This requires the pilot to adapt to
the constantly changing ight dynamics while being
in high-workload situations. A well known example
is the take-o and landing on moving ship decks at
quickly changing wind speeds and directions. In order
to be able to train pilots to master such situations
safely and without risk for man and machine, it is
inevitable to provide training in ight simulators.
Therefore, a real-time capable simulation of rotorcraft ight dynamics that captures the inuence of
arbitrary surroundings and ow environments on the
ight behavior and handling qualities is necessary.
As the forces of the rotors mainly dene the
rotorcraft's dynamics, the correct calculation of the
aerodynamic forces produced by the rotors is of
particular importance. Therefore, the local angle of
attack along the blades and the velocity relative to
the air is necessary. The resulting lift and drag cause
the blades to perform lead-lag and apping motions,
which change the local angle of attack and therefore
the resulting aerodynamic forces. Furthermore, the
aerodynamic forces accelerate the air when passing
through the rotor, inducing a very complex inow
into the rotors. This inow changes the local angle of
attack of the blades. In order to capture the correct
rotor dynamics, the angle of attack, blade motion,
and forces inside the rotor are needed, which depend
strongly on the inow of air. Therefore, the inow is
modeled as a function of the aerodynamic forces. In
this regard one widely used model is the Pitt-Peters
dynamic inow model [1] which was used as the
reference model in the current work.
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In contrast, the presented method used a modied
version of the comparably low-resolution uid dynamics solver which was developed in-house at the Technical University of Munich [8]. This solver was coupled with a blade element based ight dynamics code
(BEM) to calculate the rotorcraft motion in arbitrary
ight situations using arbitrary boundary conditions.
As the inuence of objects and wakes is transported to
the rotors by the uid simulation, the resulting eects
on the rotorcraft motion can be captured by the BEM
code. The resulting thrust was imposed as a volume
force in the ow simulation. This two-way coupling
enabled the model to capture the dynamic inuence
of the surroundings of the rotorcraft on its ight dynamics and on the produced ow eld in real-time; an
example is shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 2:

order to provide this, the BEM code turned the rotor until the blade motion and forces were steady over
the revolution of the rotor. By this, the forces of the
blades were no longer dependent on the position and
velocity of the blade at the beginning of the timestep,
and the thrust that had to be imposed on the actuator disk was extracted. At low frequency inputs or
variations in the inow into the rotors, this assumption is valid as the blade motion adjust after about
one revolution, which is very fast compared to the reaction of the rotorcraft [9]. Unfortunately, this steady
state assumption alters the rotor dynamic behavior at
frequencies in the range of the rotor's rotational frequency, as the blades do not reach stationary motion
and forces per revolution. Nevertheless, it is shown in
Sec. 3.2 that for the imposed step inputs in combination with an actuator disk to represent the rotors, the
steady state assumption is valid.

MODELING APPROACH

2.1 Simulation of rotorcaft dynamics
Throughout this paper, the considered rotorcraft was
a MBB Bo 105 helicopter with a total mass of 2500 kg
and a main rotor radius of R = 4.92 m. The used
BEM code modeled the main rotor as being fully
articulated, allowing lead-lag, ap and feathering
motion. The blades were modeled as rigid. In radial
direction each blade was discretized with NR = 8
blade elements. These were placed from Rr = 0.223
up to Rr = 1 in decreasing distances towards the
blade tip, as can be seen in Fig. 2. The section
of Rr < 0.223 was assumed to be aerodynamically
neutral and therefore producing neither thrust nor
drag. This assumption is valid, because the velocity
resulting from the rotation of the blades dominates
the absolute velocity of the blade element relative to
the air. As this circumferential speed at Rr < 0.223
is low compared to the speed at the outer sections of
the blade, and the blade not having an aerodynamic
prole, the resulting lift and drag of this section of the
blade are comparably small and they were therefore
neglected for simplicity.

2.2 Numerical setup of the uid solver
The used uid dynamics solver is based on the LatticeBoltzmann method (LBM). Therefore, the Boltzmann
equation is approximated using discrete cells containing particle distributions and a collision operator to account for particle interactions which results in a weakly
compressible uid behavior [10, 11]. For details on the
solver see Ref. [8]. It was embedded in a framework
which dynamically generated boundary conditions in
order to represent nearby obstacles [8]. This enabled
the real-time calculation of the ow eld even when
the rotorcraft or the objects were in motion.
The uid domain in the LBM solver was cubic with
an edge length of 4R with R being the main rotor
radius. Inside this domain the main rotor was located
one R from the top. This left 3R below the rotor to
capture the ground eect which becomes negligible at
heights larger than 3R above ground [12]. A schematic
view of the domain and grid is depicted in Fig. 3.
The resolution N of the simulation was dened

In circumferential direction NΨ = 72 positions for
the azimuth Ψ were used. The forces on the blade at
these positions were calculated by interpolating lift
and drag from prole polars at the blade elements and
integrating over the blade length using the Simpson
rule. The aerodynamic forces of the fuselage and
empennage were interpolated from polars similar to
the forces of the blades.
As the rotors were represented by actuator disks in
the uid simulation, the thrust at every radial and circumferential position inside the disk was needed. In
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xlbm

area minus a circle with 0.223R radius in the center.
As the Cartesian grid was not able to adequately
represent this rotor due to the low resolution which
leads to large cell sizes, all cells that were not included
completely inside the rotor had to be treated in
a special way. As the grid was aligned with the
rotor, the projection of the cells onto the rotor disk
were squares.
By intersecting the corresponding
cells with a polygon representation of the rotor, the
fraction of the cell that lay within the rotor was
calculated. To identify the cells that were not fully
√
within the disk, two
√ circles with Ri = R − 0.5 2d
and Ro = R + 0.5 2d, concentric with the rotor disk
were used. All cells, whose center point lay between
these two circles, did not lie fully within the rotor,
and had to be intersected with the disk. To reduce
the computational cost, the implemented algorithm
calculated the azimuth position of the cell's vertex
and formed a circular segment using the angle ∆Ψ as
it is shown schematically in green in Fig. 4.

ilbm

zlbm

jlbm
klbm

ylbm
xcg

ycg
zcg

Figure 3: Fluid domain with a grid of N = 4, coordinate system of the center of gravity, cg and
coordinate system and grid indices of the LBM
solver, lbm. For simplicity cell edges inside the
domain are not shown. Adapted from [8].

(1)

 √2d 
R

Ro

as the number of cells per edge length of the cubic
domain. This resulted in a cell length d = 4R
N . For
the MBB Bo 105 helicopter with R = 4.92 m the cell
lenghts are listed in Ref. [8].

Ri

Because of the grid being xed to the helicopter's
center of gravity, it was moved according to the
rotorcraft. In order to account for the movement,
an Eulerian-Lagrangian approach as described by
Meldi [13] was used. The rotorcraft's fuselage was
modeled by wall boundary conditions equal to other
objects in the ow eld, as described by Friedmann [8].
Furthermore, the outer cells of the domain which
were not used to model objects by wall boundary
conditions, had to express a fareld boundary. To
achieve this, impedance based boundary conditions
were used, as described by Schlaer [14]. In order
to keep the solver stable when using the impedance
boundary conditions, a Smagorinsky turbulence
model with a Smagorinksy constant of cs = 0.075 was
used in all current simulations.

∆Ψ
∆Ψ
R

Schematic view of the intersection of
a cell with a convex six-sided polygon (green)
representing a segment of the circular disk.
Intersection-points and -area in red.
Figure 4:

This polygon was intersected with the cell using the
linear algorithm of O'Rourke [15]. The area of the
resulting polygon was calculated by the Shoelace formula [16], and a volume force proportional to the area
inside the circular disk was imposed on the cell:
(2)

In contrast to the fully articulated rotor in the
BEM, the rotor in the LBM was represented by one
stationary layer of cells representing an actuator
disk. This disk approximates a rotor with an innite
number of blades and imposes a force at every radial
and circumferential position. As the range of r/R
of the blade elements in the BEM was 0.233 ... 1,
the area of the rotor was formed by the rotor disk
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∆Ψ = tan

−1

f=

Aint
fperCell
ACell

where f is the volume force, Aint the area of the
intersection, ACell the area of the cell and fperCell
the force acting per cell. To induce the force in the
LBM, the scheme of Guo [17] was used. Due to the
approximation of the circular disk as convex polygon,
the resulting area of all cells within the rotor and
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Linear inow and harmonic thrust (lin/harm)

T otal area [m2 ]

the polygons dened by the intersection, has to be
smaller than the area of the circular disk. In order
to be able to intersect cells with various radii, the
number of edges that approximate the arc of the
circular segment was adapted. Figure 5 shows the
convergent behavior of the calculated area when
increasing the number of segments that form the arc.
In the further 40 segments were used, as it yielded
satisfying accuracy. The circle with 0.223R in the
center that is not included in the rotor was intersected
with the grid in the same manner.

The rst model in this paper, denoted as lin/harm
model, consisted of an approximation which calculated
three states to describe each component of the inow
velocity and ten states to describe each component of
the thrust. The inow velocities were represented by
a mean, sine and cosine coecient:
(3)

(4)

1
u0 =
π

ZZ

4
π

ZZ

us =

4
π

ZZ

uc =

76.03

20
30
N umber of segments

40

Figure 5: Total area of circular rotor disk with
R = 4.92 m calculated with polygon intersection
from a grid with N = 32 using dierent numbers

of segments (
( ).

r
r
sin(Ψ) + uc cos(Ψ)
R
R

with u being the velocity vector, Ψ being the azimuth
angle, and subscript 0, s, c indicating the mean, sine,
and cosine coecients. The coecients were calculated using the following integrals over all cells that
lay fully within the rotor.

76.04

10

Nin
1 X
ui
udA ≈
Nin i=1

u

Nin
r
4 X
r
sin(Ψ)dA ≈
ui sin(Ψ)
R
Nin i=1 R

u

Nin
r
4 X
r
cos(Ψ)dA ≈
ui cos(Ψ)
R
Nin i=1 R

With Nin being the number of cells that lay fully inside the rotor. This inow description is equivalent
to the representation in the Pitt-Peters model, which
allows a direct comparison. The aerodynamic forces
were transformed into the body-xed rotorhub coordinate system (denoted by the index lbm in Fig. 3) and
a harmonic analysis was performed. The thrust vector
was represented as a sum of harmonic coecients up
to Nharm = 10.

). Analytic area as reference

2.3 Coupling via dynamic inow and
rotor thrust

(5)

T (Ψ) =

NX
harm




cosl (lΨ) + sinl (lΨ)

l=0

As already mentioned the BEM and LBM were coupled using the inow into the rotors and the rotor
thrust. Instead of calculating the inow from the aerodynamic forces using the Pitt-Peters inow model, the
forces were passed to the LBM simulation. After updating the boundary conditions the forces were imposed on the actuator disk and the LBM was advanced
one step forward in time. Thereafter, the resulting
velocities inside the actuator disk were passed to the
BEM, which calculated the resulting blade motion and
forces and advanced forward in time. As the actuator
disk was located stationary in the computational domain of the uid solver, the inow velocities had to
be transformed into the local coordinate system of the
blade in the BEM and the thrust had to be transformed into the body xed main rotor system of the
BEM in order to be imposed on the actuator disk in
the LBM.
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u(r, Ψ) = u0 + us

The zeroth cosine coecient cos0 represented the
mean trust. The coecients were calculated by multiplying the thrust Ti of the blade i with sine and cosine
of a multiple of the azimuth angle Ψ:
(6)

cosl =

Nψ
Nb X
2 X
Ti (Ψj )cos(lΨj )
Nψ i=1 j=1

Nψ
Nb X
2 X
sinl =
Ti (Ψj )sin(lΨj )
Nψ i=1 j=1

where Nb is the number of blades. Using this representation of the thrust, the radial variation was neglected and the thrust was distributed evenly in radial
direction. Although, this is a severe simplication, the
fuselage was deecting the downwash of the rotor outwards, which partially compensated the neglection of
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the radial distribution of the thrust. Figure 6 shows
the imposed thrust in z -direction in each cell over the
radial coordinate of the blade at azimuth Ψ = 90 deg
in hover. At the inner and outer boundary of the rotor disk, the polygon intersection of the rotor with
the grid, which is described by Eqn. 2, reduced the
imposed thrust. Furthermore, the z -component of the
linearized velocity, wich was sent to the BEM after the
linearization is shown. For comparison the positions
of the blade elements in the BEM are included.

uid. As this selection process did not conserve the
total thrust, the thrust in all cells was scaled by a
factor. This factor resulted from the mean of each
component of the force that was calculated in the
BEM, divided by the sum of the component of the
force imposed in all cells that lay inside or intersected
with the rotor. By this measure, it was ensured that
the BEM and LBM used the same thrust values.
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Figure 7: Cell values of velocity(
) and
thrust( ) of the loc/loc model over the radial coordinate in hover at Ψ = 90 deg. Positions
of blade elements in BEM marked by ( ), cell
vertices marked by ( )

Values of velocity( ) sent to the
BEM and thrust( ) imposed in the LBM over
the radial coordinate using the lin/harm model
in hover at Ψ = 90 deg. Positions of blade elements in BEM marked by ( ), cell vertices
marked by ( )
Figure 6:

Calculation of trimmed state
Independent of the used model to describe inow
and thrust, the model was trimmed using a trim
calculated by the Pitt-Peters model as initial value.
To ensure that the ow eld was fully developed, the
LBM was given 1000 time steps with the calculated
thrust. At the resolution of N = 32 this corresponded
to 2.78s. With a downwash velocity of approximately
11 m
s this ensured that the free stream reached the
far-eld boundary, even if at zlbm = −3R a wall
boundary deected the stream.

Local inow and local thrust (loc/loc)
The second model, denoted as loc/loc model, used
the local values of the velocity in each cell to calculate
the total velocity of the blade element relative to
the air. Therefore, all cells within the rotor disk
were passed to the BEM. For each blade element,
the velocity of the nearest cell was imposed as inow
velocity. After superimposing the velocities resulting
from the blade motion, the aerodynamic forces in all
blade elements at all circumferential positions were
calculated and sent to the LBM. An example of the
resulting distribution of the velocity and thrust in
hover is shown in Fig. 7 for an azimuth position of
Ψ = 90 deg. For convenience the positions of the
blade elements in the BEM are included. As for the
lin/harm model, the polygon intersection of the rotor
with the grid reduces the imposed thrust in cells
intersecting with the boundary of the rotor.

Thereafter, the model was trimmed using the coupled LBM/BEM with the ow eld from the previous
trim as initial condition. As it had to be ensured that
the uid solution was stationary, the LBM was advanced for 1000 time steps in each trim step following
the same procedure as previously discussed. A trim
was found if the longitudinal and lateral residuals of
the forces were below 50 N, the vertical below 100 N,
the residual of the rolling moment below 50 Nm, and
the residuals of pitching and yawing moments below
100 Nm. This algorithm is similar to the one used in
Ref. [3].
Throughout this article, the tail rotor of the Bo 105

After receiving the local forces at all circumferential
points and blade elements from the BEM, the value
of the blade element nearest to the center of each cell
was selected to be imposed as volume force on the
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was not modeled using the coupled approach. Due to
its small size, it would have been resolved by only four
cells at a resolution of N = 32. Instead, the inow
to the tail rotor was calculated using the Pitt-Peters
model. Nevertheless, as both rotors are inside the
same computational domain, the model is, in principle, able to capture rotor-rotor interaction when both
rotors are suciently resolved.

3

Concerning the necessary inputs for the trimmed
forward ight states, shown in Fig. 9, both presented models showed good agreement with the reference model concerning the collective and pedal input.
In contrast to the power at forward speeds below 20 ms ,
both presented models showed deviations from the reference model in the longitudinal and lateral input. At
speeds above 20 ms the inputs of the presented and the
reference model converged, although, the dierence in
the lateral input between the presented models and
the reference did not fall below 5%.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

In order for the presented two-way coupled models to
be valid, they have to be able to correctly depict the rotorcraft's ight dynamics even when arbitrary objects
inuence the ow eld around the helicopter. Furthermore, they must show convergent behavior if the
resolutions of the LBM and BEM are increased. As
a rst step, the behavior in stationary forward ight
and in ground eect was assessed. Furthermore, the
dynamic response of the models is compared to the
Pitt-Peters reference model.

Input [%]

100

0

In trimmed forward ight out of ground eect, both
presented models showed good agreement concerning
the required power which is shown in Fig. 8. For
the lin/harm model the induced power is calculated
from the mean thrust in z -direction, T̄z , and the mean
induced velocity in z -direction, v̄z , of all cells that
are fully inside the rotor. For the loc/loc model the
induced power was calculated by summing the local
thrust times the induced velocity over all cells that
lay within or intersected with the rotor. Both models showed good agreement with the reference model
concerning the induced power.

P [kW ]

20

40
ugc [ m
s ]

60

Figure 9:
Collective( ),
pedal( ),
lateral( ), and longitudinal input( )
of the lin/harm ( ), loc/loc ( ), and
Pitt-Peters model ( ) in trimmed forward
ight
When hovering in heights of z < 3R the ground inuences the rotor thrust at a given power [9, 12]. This
is equal to a reduction in the induced power at a given
thrust [12, 18]. Among others, Cheeseman and Bennett [19] or Johnson [9] proposed models to account
for the power reduction while hovering in ground effect. Neglecting blade loading eects, the Cheeseman
model reduces to:

600

(7)

400

PIGE
1 R2
|T =const = 1 −
POGE
16 z

The model of Johnson describes the power reduction
with use of an exponential function:

200

(8)

0

20

40
ugc [ m
s ]

60

PIGE
1
|T =const =
POGE
1 + e−2z/R

In order to calculate the power reduction in ground
eect for the presented models, POGE and PIGE in
trimmed hover were extracted for various heights
above ground. For z > 3R, POGE = 480.9 kW and
POGE = 458.0 kW were obtained for the lin/harm
and loc/loc model, which correlated well to the
POGE = 464.7 kW obtained using the dynamic inow
model of Pitt and Peters. The same was true for the

Required power ( ) and induced
power( ) of the lin/harm ( ), loc/loc
( ), and Pitt-Peters model ( )

Figure 8:
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control inputs as can be seen in Fig. 9. The power
required to hover in ground eect above a at ground
plane, perpendicular to the rotor's z -axis, is shown in
Fig. 10.

P [kW ]

500

1

400

PIGE
POGE |T =const

300
0.95
0

20

30

ugc [ m
s ]
0.9

Required power out(
ground eect of the lin/harm (
( ) model at z/R = 1.17894.
Figure 11:

1

1.5

2
z/R

2.5

3

) and in( )
) and loc/loc

increasing forward speed. Nevertheless, the presented
models did not show any increase of the required power
at forward speeds approximately half the induced velocity. Furthermore, the power did not show a tendency to converge to the power out of ground eect
at higher forward speeds. This may be caused by the
limited resolution of the uid simulation, which inhibited the formation of vortices and recirculation areas
as they are described by [12]. Additionally, the actuator disk assumption yields a strongly simplied rotor
wake. This may be oversimplied to approximate the
extremely complicated ow eld in this state [20].

Required power to hover in ground
eect compared to power out of ground effect at constant thrust. Models of Cheeseman and Benett ( ), Johnson ( ), the
presented lin/harm model ( ), and the presented loc/loc model ( )
Figure 10:

Both presented models showed a power reduction
when hovering in ground eect. The lin/harm model
showed less power reduction than the loc/loc model
and was in good agreement with the model of Johnson. The loc/loc model showed an almost constant
oset to the model of Johnson. This may result
from the higher velocity of the rotor downwash which
resulted from the thrust distribution of the blade. As
the outer section produces the main part of the thrust
and the loc/loc model did not use a linearisation,
the velocities in the outer region of the downwash
were higher, yielding dierent wake contraction ratios
which inuence the supportive eect on the rotor.
Neither of the presented models was trimmable at
heights below z/R = 1.17894, because vorticies
formed below the fuselage which caused the used trim
algorithm to diverge.

3.2 Dynamic response to control inputs
In order to compare the ight dynamics of the two-way
coupled models to the Pitt-Peters reference model,
the rotorcraft motion resulting from step inputs was
investigated. In order to substantiate that the usage
of the steady state rotor as described in Sec.2.1 had
no signicant inuence, the rotorcraft motion was
compared to a simulation without this assumption
while still using an actuator disk as representation
of the rotor to model the inow. In this simulation,
every blade moved according to its own trajectory
resulting from the equilibrium of external and inertial
forces. The Pitt-Peters inow model was used to
calculate the inow velocities for this comparison.

When ying forward in ground eect, the inuence
of the ground depends strongly on the interaction of
the rotor wake with the ground. As the wake is swept
rearward with the velocity of the rotorcraft, the supporting eect of the ground is diminishing fast [20].
The interaction of wake and ground resulted in a reduction of the required power compared to the ight
out of ground eect, as it can be seen in Fig. 11.

First, the response to a step input in the longitudinal cyclic with an amplitude 5% of the available range
at t = 1s was investigated. The required power, shown
in Fig. 12, coincided with the power when using the
steady state assumption. The same held for the rotorcraft motion, shown in Fig. 14, which showed slight
deviations to the steady state rotor. Nevertheless, the
reaction of the rotorcraft was captured adequately. As

When compared with the corresponding data from
Ref. [12, 20], a similar behavior was observed, as the
reduction in the required power became smaller with
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a consequence, the simplication of a steady state rotor was considered to be valid for the given ight condition.

equal to the power predicted by the steady state rotor
simulation. After approximately 3s the damping of
the blades due to the aerodynamic and centrifugal
forces has eliminated the oscillations. Despite the
dierent power requirements without it, the steady
state assumption was supported by the rotorcraft
motion. The rotorcraft's response was independent of
the use of steady state rotors as can be seen in Fig.
15. Therefore, the assumption of steady state rotors
was considered valid when analyzing the rotorcraft
motion in the current operating conditions.
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Required power due to a step input
in the longitudinal control in trimmed hover.
Amplitude of the step input 5% of the available input range at t = 1s. Pitt-Peters model
with steady state rotor ( ) and full blade trajectory ( ). Lin/harm( ) and loc/loc(
model using N = 32.
Figure 12:
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Concerning the required power of the rotorcraft
shown in Fig. 12, both presented models overpredicted the power consumption in trimmed hover.
When analyzing the rotorcraft motion in hover,
shown in Fig. 14, a behavior similar to the reference
model was observed for the velocities ucg , and wcg
and the rotation rates pcg , qcg . The yawing rate rcg
showed signicant deviations from the reference model
starting at t ≈ 3 s and it did not follow the trends
of the reference model. The velocity vcg showed an
opposite tendency when compared to the reference
model which resulted in a wrong position. However,
the remaining attitudes and positions were found to
be in good agreement with the reference model.

Required power due to a step input in
the collective control in trimmed forward ight
at u = 30 ms . Amplitude of the step input 5%
of the available input range at t = 1s. PittPeters model with steady state rotor ( ) and
full blade trajectory ( ). Lin/harm( ) and
loc/loc( ) model using N = 32.
Figure 13:

Concerning the rotorcraft motion, the velocities ucg ,
vcg and wcg , and the rates pcg , qcg , and rcg showed
good agreement with the reference model. Although
the amplitudes of the presented models were underestimated when compared to the reference model, they
showed good qualitative agreement, as all velocities
and rates show the same trends as the reference model.

As the second test case, the rotorcraft was trimmed
at a forward velocity of ucg = 30 ms and a step input
in the collective of 5% of the available input range
was imposed at t = 1s. The required power is shown
in Fig. 13. In order to show the validity of assuming
a steady state rotor in the given ight condition, the
required power was compared to the simulation when
using full blade trajectories. After the step input,
the required power was subject to fading oscillations
when the blade trajectory was taken into account. As
the step input in the collective caused all blades to
ap with high amplitudes, lift and drag varied and
caused these oscillations in the power required. When
using the steady state rotor, the excessive apping
of the blades was not present and, therefore, there
were no oscillations in the required power in this case.
However, the mean power during the oscillations was
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Rotorcraft motion due to a step input in the longitudinal control in trimmed hover.
Amplitude of the step input 5% of the available input range at t = 1s. Pitt-Peters model with
steady state rotor ( ) and full blade trajectory ( ). Lin/harm ( ) and loc/loc ( ) model
using N = 32.
Figure 14:
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Figure 15: Rotorcraft motion due to
ight at u = 30 ms . Amplitude of the

a step input in the collective control in trimmed forward
step input 5% of the available input range at t = 1s. PittPeters model with steady state rotor ( ) and full blade trajectory ( ). Lin/harm ( ) and
loc/loc( ) model using N = 32.
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